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A previously developed method for computing the interaction energy of the two-nucleon system at short 
distances in the static MIT bag model of confined quarks is extended to all isospin and spin channels 
available to the two-nucleon interaction. The present study is restricted to spherical geometries and short 
distances (separations less than about one F) to simplify the computation. The tensor component of the 
interaction in the isosinglet and isotriplet channels is found to agree in sign with the accepted 
phenomeriological two-body tensor potential.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent months the bag idea for quark and 
gluon confinement has becom e increasingly appeal­
ing.1,2 Attempts to explain confinement from first  
principles in quantum chromodynamics (QCD)3"7 
have suggested that two vacuum phases occur, the 
stable vacuum having the property that it excludes 
co lo r-e lectr ic  flux lin es . Hadrons are then r e ­
gions of ordinary vacuum in which quark and gluon 
fields may e x is t , the energy difference per unit 
volume between the two vacuums being a  constant 
B,  which can be calculated from the color coupling 
constant and renorm alization sca le  in QCD. D if­
feren ces in som e details are to be expected b e­
tween the bag model as derived from QCD and the 
MIT bag schem es of confinement. However, cu r­
rent indications are prom ising that the general 
picture of a hadron in the MIT bag m odel may w ell 
resu lt from a m ore fundamental theory.
As a phenomenological description of hadronic 
stru cture, the MIT bag model m ust be tested in 
confrontation with experim ent. In this sp irit we 
have studied the two-nucleon interaction at short 
distances in the static cavity approximation to the 
bag, using the sam e param eters and approxima­
tions which gave good values for the m a sses and 
other static param eters of various light hadrons.8 
We found that in addition to accounting for a r e ­
pulsive core , the bag m odel g ives a strongly at­
tractive interaction at interm ediate range in the 
ch an n el/ =  0 , S =  1 with spin projection m s =  1 
along the deformation a x is .9,10 Here we report 
resu lts of a straightforward extension of the ca l­
culation of Ref. 10 to a ll isosp in  and spin channels 
available to the two-nucleon system . Since we are 
mainly interested  in a qualitative resu lt, given  
our present uncertainty in the p recise nature of 
confinement, we have for the sake of sim plicity  
confined our attention here to hadrons of spherical 
shapes. It w as found in Ref. 10 that the six-quark  
system  assu m es a nearly spherical shape for
short d istances throughout the repulsive core and 
out to d istances of maximum attraction. In F ig. 1 
we reproduce the deformation energy for the chan­
nel 1—0,  S = l ,  m s =  1 computed for a general 
three-param eter c la ss  of shapes as described in 
Ref. 10 and compare : deform ation en er­
gy for the sam e channel wita j  ^y ^ h e r ic a l  shapes 
admitted. It is  evident that only for 6 £ 1 F does 
a substantial deviation occur. (For spherical 
shapes a “deformation” constitutes a shift in the 
internal quark orbitals and a variation in the radi­
us.) Instead of using the variationally constructed  
quark orbitals and gluon fields of Ref. 9, which  
enter into the curve of F ig. 1, we may take the 
exact solutions for the sp h e r e ,8’9’11 the use of 
which in any case resu lts in only few -percent d if­
ferences in the field en erg ies. Another advantage 
of working with spherical geom etries is  that the 
se lf-en ergy  and zero-point energy may be treated  
exactly as in Ref. 8, thereby sparing us the n ec­
ess ity  of estim ating their behavior for nonspheri- 
cal geom etr ies.9
In Sec. II we sum m arize the principal form ulas 
needed from Ref. 10 and describe the computation. 
In S ec. HI we report and d iscu ss the resu lts . 
Appendix A sum m arizes the computation of field  
en ergies in the sphere and Appendix B and Table
II sum m arize the internal-sym rnetry “ configura­
tion factors” for the various channels. The com ­
binatoric resu lts of Appendix B are of general in ­
terest in calculations in the nonrelativistic quark 
model as w ell.
II. REVIEW OF THE MODEL
We review briefly the key ingredients of the 
m odel.8' 10
A. The configuration
The spherical cavity of radius R  contains six  
m a ssle ss  quarks, three of which are placed in a 
“ left” orbital and three in a “ right” orbital. These
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FIG. 1. Comparison of deform ation energies for the 
two-nucleon configuration with /=  0 , S = 1, ms = 1 with 
the th ree-p aram etercav ity  shape of Ref. 10 (triangles) 
and str ictly  spherical ca v ities (dots).
orbitals are hybrids of the low est-energy even- 
and odd-parity free-ferm ion  cavity eigenm odes. 
The D irac spinors for these orbitals
Q L m  —  q  S m ~  iV - Q P m  >
(2 .1)








(  j o ( u s r / R H m  \  
/  j x{<j}Pr / R ) u P m  ^
S i a - r j ^ p r / R H i Pmy 
- ^ ( z  -  |a-fa3)/fl‘Um
“t  w §  t  /  R  }
,  mi u p  t / R
(2 . 2 )
(2.3)
and <U1 /2 =  ($)> <H-t/2 =  (?)- The “Upm are the m 
=± 2, i  =  I odd-parity spinor harm onics. The axis 
of separation is  the z  ax is. As the param eter |_t 
ranges from 0 to 1 the left and right orbitals range 
from a com plete overlap to com plete orthogonality. 
The characterization of left and right can be seen  
explicitly  by computing the baryon-number density
q \ q L which shows a leftward shift as /i in crea ses .10 
The eigenfrequencies ojs and u>P are chosen so that 
when r —R the linear bag boundary condition
i a •rq„ —- (2.4)
is  satisfied , where a  and /3 are the Dirac m atrices. 
Thus
= 2.043, 0)^ =  3 .204 . (2.5)
The norm alization factors are defined so  that 
j q ' q d V  — 1 for each orbital.
Corresponding to each orbital there is  a cavity 
ferm ion creation operator for the quark
&Rcfm &
(2 .6)
where c and /  refer to color and flavor indices.
An appropriate linear combination of products of 
three creation operators b'R form s a creation op­
erator for a proton or neutron of the desired  spin  
component in the right orbital—lik ew ise for the 
left orbital. To form a state with quantum num­
b ers of the deuteron with spin projection m s — 0 
on the z  a x is , for exam ple, the nucleon creation  
operators thus defined are then combined as they 
should be (in an obvious notation) as follows:
N{n) \ I  =  0,  S =  l ,  m s =  G>
= IPr(*Wl (*)+pR(*)nl(*)
+ p l ( + h l W + P l ( * ) n iR(*)]lty ,
(2.7)
where N{i±) is  a norm alization factor. As ju v a r­
ie s  from 0 to 1 the state thus formed d escrib es  
a one-param eter path through configuration space 
which characterizes the separation of two nucle­
ons . B ecause of the antisym m etrization of the 
state (im plicit in the ferm ion-operator notation), 
the identification of the configuration with the two- 
nucleon channel is unambiguous only when M =  1 
and the right and left orbitals are orthogonal. 
Sim ilar constructions can, of cou rse, be carried  
out for other two-baryon combinations which com ­
municate with the desired  channel. More general 
configurations which include adm ixtures of these 
states are not considered here.
The even- (odd-) parity channels have even (odd) 
numbers of quarks in P  orb ita ls. At /i = 0  the 
even-parity channels have a ll quarks in the S, /2 
orbital and the odd-parity channels have five in 
the S i /2 and one in the P sn orb ital.12 For general 
H the configurations are not eigenstates of total 
angular momentum J . It is  tedious but straight­
forward to project out states of definite J  for the 
spherical cavity, but this has not been done here 
for the sake of sim p licity . The expectation value
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FIG. 2. E ffective cavity angular momentum defined by 
e7gff (<7eff +1) = { I 2) for two configurations a s a function of 
the orbital m ixing param eter ft.
(J2) for the cavity as a function of u for two states  
is  shown in F ig. 2 , computed as described in Ap­
pendix B . It is  expected than an increased  kinetic 
energy of rotation at higher (J2) w ill ra ise the d e­
formation energy computed with the configurations 
(2.7) compared with the deformation energy for a 
state of a definite low est value of J . Since |i in ­
crea ses  with separation, the curves at larger  
separation w ill be d istorted, but at sm all values 
of jli th is effect is  unimportant. '
The kinetic energy of the quarks in the cavity of 
radius R is  given by
E q = [w s (M)tt>s +np(l±)<j)p]/R , ( 2 . 8)
where n s (ij.) and n P(\x) are the average numbers 
of quarks in the S and P  orb ita ls, computed as 
described in Appendix B . The cavity eigenenergy  
for the P  orbital includes, of cou rse, the rotation­
a l energy of that lev e l. Thus the kinetic energy  
E q includes a centrifugal-barrier term  for the 
odd-parity channels (which have the lowest two- 
baryon orbital angular momentum L =  1.) How­
ev er , our baryons are formed from quarks in the 
low est cavity eigenm odes and so  have an im pre­
c ise  cen ter-o f-m ass position. Thus it is  not pos­
sib le to achieve a p recise zero  separation of the 
centers of m ass and no infinite centrifugal repul­
sion  appears.
B. Gluon terms
The interaction energy for the quarks in a given  
configuration is  computed to second order in the 



































FIG. 3. D iagram s representing term s in the effective  
Hamiltonian.
in R efs. 9 and 10. B asica lly  what is  required is  
to evaluate the expectation value of
H0 = f  dV{j>[(Ea)2, + (Ba)2] -  Ja-Aa}  , (2.9)
where the co lor-electrosta tic  fields are derived  
from the quark current
^ - g - q ^ Y u a ' .  (2 . 10)
by solving M axwell’s  equations
V x B a= J a, r < R '  (2.11)
with the bag boundary condition
f - E “ =  0, ? x B a =  0, r = R .  (2.12)
The relevant part of the quark field is
TABLE I. (a) Values of reduced gluon m ultipole ener­
g ies  for the unit sphere and (b) values of term s appearing 
in the field  energy for the unit sphere with a  = 0.54.
(a)
w sm  - 0 .1 7 6 a WE 2  0.108 a *xm 0.430 cn
w pui  - 0 .3 3 5 a WE 0 0 . 0 1 1  a w x m -0 .0 0 8 a
Wp m  —0.067a Wspm  0 .255a WxM2 -0 .0 9 4 a
(b)
WjfS. -0 .0 4 7 5 - 0 . 0 2 0
-0 .0 4 7 5 Wexl 0.029
Wmp* -0 .0 2 5 W W -0 .0 2 5 3
Wmpi. -0 .0 4 7 W u * 0 . 0
WMSPa - 0 . 0 2 2 Wmx - 0 . 0 0 2
WMSPX -0 .0 4 4 Wbx 0.116
WBD 0 . 0 2 0 E  self 0 . 0
a>s 2.043
LOp 3.204
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Q  ^  'j ( ( ?  S c f m b  S c f m ~ ^  *1 P c f  n&  P c f rn )  
c , f ,  m
(2.13)
Thus the fields are bilinear in the quark creation  
and annihilation operators and the interaction  
term s Hc are at m ost quadrilinear in these opera­
________________________________________________ I
to rs . The severa l resulting contributions to the 
energy together with the ferm ion kinetic energy  
are represented pictorially in Fig. 3. The total 
field energy exclusive of the zero-point energy is  
sum m arized by the following expression  [See
(2.12) of Ref. 10]:
R E p  —r i s ^s  +n.p<j)p +  ( W/usf isu  +  W msiP s j l )  ( ^ u p f i p t  W W i C p i )  +  ( W ^ s p f i SP!l +  W^splC s pl +  WEDC D)
+  [  Wjkj . +  W BX±)C  X l d  +  ( W W a +  W E  X z ) C  X z i  +  ( W B X  +  W Mx ) C  X d \
+ [(WMX1- W EXI)C}U0 + (WMXI!- W EXZ)CX, 0 + (WE X - W MX)CXI1] .  (2.14)
The seven  term s have been grouped in order so  as 
to correspond to the first seven  diagram s of Fig.
3. The se lf-en ergy  contribution of F ig. 3(h) is  
treated the sam e way as in Ref. 8. A general d e­
scription of the term s in (2.14) follow s. The sub­
scripted factors W are basic configuration-inde­
pendent gluon interaction en erg ies. They are con­
structed by solving M axwell’s  equations for the 
c-num ber quark currents formed from the various 
orbitals and substituting the resulting fields into 
expressions for the field energy. For exam ple, 
the current
2ss  =gq\°i<ls (2.15)
g ives r ise  to the field J5SS which sa tis f ies
V = Js s (2.16)
and the term  WMS through
J  [i(-Bss)2 — Jss"Ass]dV =  + H/j/si°'i'cr2 >
(2.17)
where and a2 give the spin coupling at the upper 
and lower vertex of F ig. 3(a). The values of the 
various term s for the sphere are given in Table 
I and Appendix A. The subscripted coefficients  
C and n are configuration-dependent and r ise  from  
the evaluation of the expectation value on the given  
state of the combination of quark creation and an­
nihilation operators im plied by the diagram s of 
Fig. 3. Thus, for exam ple,
CsAtJ-) * (• bfs,y \ absb s<t3Xabs :) • (2.18)
Here color and flavor indices have been suppres­
sed . The values of the coefficients C for the v a r i­
ous channels are given in Appendix B and Table
H.
C. Deformation energy
The energy of the bag for a given configuration 
is  found by m inimizing with respect to R  exp res­
sion
E ( n , R ) = E F(tx , R ) + E 0(R)+ ^ R ZB , (2.19)
where the quark and gluon energy E F is  given by
(2.14) and the zero-point energy is
E 0( R ) = - Z 0/ R  , (2.20)
where Z 0 = 1.84 has been chosen to give the c o r ­
rect m asses for the p, N,  and A.8 From the point 
of view of the static cavity approximation the 
stable configuration is  the one which m inim izes  
E  with respect to both (i and R . We find that in 
a ll two-nucleon channels, the overall stable m ini­
mum occurs for a finite value of fi between 0 and 
1. This is  the end of the story as far as the static 
cavity approximation is  concerned; in a ll channels 
we find sem ic la ss ica l stable six-quark sta tes , 
consisting of two partially separated nucleons. 
However, one expects large quantum fluctuations 
in the two-nucleon c.m . coordinate just as in the 
conventional potential model of the two-nucleon in ­
teraction.
To study these fluctuations, it is  n ecessary to 
go beyond the static cavity approximation. What 
is  needed is  a dynamical treatm ent of the c o lle c ­
tive motion of the system  as a function of a few 
param eters which characterize the g ross d istor­
tion of the system  away from the point of se m i­
c la ss ica l equilibrium . If the kinetic energies of 
the collective motion are sm all compared to the 
internal excitation en erg ies, the motion may be 
treated adiabatically13—i.e . ,  one allows the quark 
and gluon fields to adjust instantaneously to each 
sm all change in the co llective coordinate. There 
are four steps leading to a full dynam ical treat­
ment of the co llective m otion. F irst, a collective
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TABLE II. Configurations factors, two nucleons. ( a ) /= 0 ,  S = l ,  m s = l  (cf. Appendix B). 
( b ) / = l ,  S = l ,  n ts~  1. (c) 1=0,  S = l ,  d is = 0. (d) /= 1 ,  S = l ,  iks = 0. ( e ) / = l ,  S = 0. ( f ) /= 0 ,  
S= 0. The overbars indicate rep eated  d ig its. For exam ple, 42 .5=  42.666. . . .
M° M1
(a) /=  0 ,
M2
S = l ,  m s = l
M3 M4 M5 M6
N 5 67 67 5
N n s 30 268 134 0
Nrip 0 134 268 30
x c S z . 42.6 298.6 85.3 0
N C S± -6 9 .3 -2 0 2 .5 186.6 0
NCPi! 0 85.3 298.5 42.5
NCP1_ 0 186.6 -2 0 2 .5 -6 9 .3
N C Spe 0 341.3 341.3 0
N C Slpx 0 1621.3 1621.3 0
NC d 0 597.3 597.3 0
N c xza 0 426.6 426.6 0
NCXia 0 -8 5 .3 -8 5 .3 0
NCxt 0 -1 1 0 9 .3 -1 1 0 9 .3 0
NCX! o 128 426.6 128
565.3 2 1 1 2 565.3
-3 2 0 -1 7 4 9 .5 -3 2 0
N C j 1 0 402 702 70
(b) 1=1, S = l ,  « s = l
M° M1 M2 MS M4
N 8.3 55.3 8.3
N n s 41.5 166 8.3
Nnp 8.3 166 41.6
N C st - 4 9 .7 21.3 0
N C S± 7.1 177.7 0
NCPe 0 21.3 - 4 9 .7
NCP j_ 0 177.7 7.1
NC spz 56.8 711.1 56.8
NGgpi_ 69.3 1027.5 69.3
N C d 44.4 266.6 44.3
NCXei -3 5 .5 14.2 -3 5 .5
NCXl a - 1 2 .4 394.6 - 1 2 .5
NCxa - 8 8 . 8 -1 4 1 5 .1 - 8 8 . 8
NCXz 0 412 J 412.?
NCxu> 583.1 583.1
NCXo -3 5 5 .5 -3 5 5 .5
N C j 39.6 467.3 95.6





S -  1, m s  -  0 
M3 M4 M5 M6
N 5 67 67 5
Nns 30 268 134 0
NnP 0 134 268 30
N C Sz - 1 1 2 —501.5 101.3 0
N C S± 85.3 597.3 170.6 0
NCpe 0 101.3 -5 0 1 .3 - 1 1 2
NCpx 0 170.6 597.3 85.3
N C spz 0 1280 1280 0
N C s p ± 0 682.6 682.6 0
NC d 0 597.3 597.3 0
NCXsd 0 -5 1 2 -5 1 2 0
NCxxa 0 853.3 853.3 0
NCXd 0 -1 1 0 9 .3 -1 1 0 9 .3 0
NC X2 o 437.3 1685.3 437.3
NC x  ±o 256 853.3 256
NCxo -3 2 0 -1 7 4 9 .3 -3 2 0
N C j 1 0 457 856 85
(d) I~  1 , S = 1 , m s  = 0
M° M1 M2 M3 M4
N 8.3 55.3 8.3
N ns 41.6 166 8.3
Nnp 8.3 166 41.6
N C Sz 56.8 156.4 0
n c sl -9 9 .5 42.6 0
NC pz 0 156.4 56.8
N C P± 0 42.6 -9 9 .5
N C SPl! 1 2 .? 316.4 1 2 .?
NCsp± 113.7 1422.2 113.7
N C d 44.? 266.6 44.?
NCXzd 23.1 380.4 23.1
NCXi_i -7 1 .T 28.4 -7 1 .1
NCxd
ICOCOCO1 -1415 .T - 8 8 . 8
NCxzc, 170.6 170.6
NCX± o 824.8 824.8
NCxo -3 5 5 .5 -3 5 5 .5
N C j 46 527.3 108
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N 5 67 67 5
N ns 30 268 134 0
N nP 0 134 268 30
N C Ssl -26.6 -103.1 72.8 0
N C S± -53.5 -206.2 145.7 0
NCpg 0 72.8 -103.1 -26.6
NCP1_ 0 145.7 -206.1 -53.5
N C SPt 0 824.8 824.8 0
MCsp± 0 1649.7 1649.7 0
NC d 0 597.3 597.5 0
NCxzd 0 -56.8 -56.8 0
N C XU1 0 -113.7 -113.7 0
NCxa 0 -1109.3 -1109.5 0
NCXzn 266.6 1116.4 266.6
NC x ±q 533.3 2232.8 533.3
N Cxo -320 -1749.3 -320
N C j 0 334.5 435.5 45
(f) / = o Co II o
M1 M2 M3 M4 .
N 1 22 1
N ns 5 66 1
Nnp 1 66 5
N C Sz 0 71.T 0
N C S± 0 142.2 0
NCpz 0 71.1 0
NCp± 0 142.2 0
N C SPl! -5 .3 124.? -5 .5
NCsp± -10.6 248.8 -10.6
N C D 5.3 32 5.3
NCxza -1 .7 145.7 -1 .7
NCx±a -3 .5 291.5 -3 .5
NCxt -10.6 -661.5 -10.6
NCxz  o 56.8 56.8
NCx. l o 113.7 113.7
NCxo -42.6 -42.6
N C j 2 116.5 8
variable or variables (6) are se lec ted . Second, 
a deformation energy F(6) is  computed as a func­
tion of this variable. Third, one m ust find the 
kinetic energy K (6 ,6) associated  with sm all rates  
of variation of the co llective variable. F inally, 
the effective Hamiltonian K + V  i s  quantized to ob­
tain the wave function in the co llective variable.
So far we have carried out only the f ir st two step s  
of this program .
To som e extent the choice of co llective variables  
is  arbitrary, provided they ch aracterize a m acro­
scopic property of the m otion. Most arb itrariness  
is  rem oved once the kinetic energy is  known. For 
exam ple, a change from a param eter 6 to a func-
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tion of the p a ra m eter /(6) resu lts in a compensating 
change in the kinetic energy.
We have continued to use the variable of Refs.
9 and 10, namely
r _  2/fj(l_+i£)
5 “  1 + ji* *si>’
Zs p :
(2 . 21 )
which was motivated in Ref. 9 as a m easure of the 
separation of the orbitals. Another choice with 
perhaps m ore dynam ical significance would be a 
m easure of the rm s separation of two groups of 
three quarks using the baryon-num ber density as  
a probability m easure. This is  not a w ell-defined  
quantity since the antisym m etrization of the wave 
function m ixes quarks among the orb itals. How­
ev er , a rudimentary m easure can be constructed  
by computing the expectation value of
FIG. 4. Values of the rm s separation r  computed as 
a function of the constrained separation param eter 5 for 
1=0, S = 1, ms = 1.
ri + i~2 + rs r4 +  r5 r 6 (2 . 22)\  3 ' 3
on the ordered state
^(r1---r6) =  qL(r l)qL(r2)qL(r3)qR(r,i )qR(rs)qR( r e) ,
(2.23)
where
(1 +^i)1/29 i ( ? )= 9's (?) - / j ^ r ) ,
(1 + ii)U2qR(r) = q s (r) + f ] lq P(r ) .
Thus we might use
(2.24)
(2.25)pi 6 r s2 +V-rP2 y  4m 2
r _ 9  i+ M  + ^ i r + w sp ’
where z SP is  defined above (2 .21 ) and
r s 2 = f  l l q sr 2d V , r P2 = J q fPqPr 2d V  . (2.26)
For the sphere r s = 0 .729  R, r P =  0.787 R, z SP 
=  0.342 R. In F ig. 4 a plot of r  v s 6 is  shown for 
the state / =  0, S = l ,  m s =  1. The separation rate 
in r  is  slow er than that in 6 for sm a ll separations, 
but they begin to approach each other in value at 
larger separations. The function r (6) depends 
weakly on the choice of channel sin ce R(6) ,  the 
radius of the sphere, depends weakly on the chan­
nel.
The deformation energy is  computed by calcu­
lating the energy of the bag constraining the co l­
lective variable. T his is  ea sily  done using the 
method of Lagrange m ultip liers. One seek s a 
stationary value of the variational expression
7(fi,ju ,X )=-E (M ^)-X 6(M ,i?) (2.27)
with respect to variations in R  and fj. with x fixed.
The values of the energy and separation at the 
stationary points E{ \ )  and 5(x) define a point on 
the deformation energy curve. B ecause the energy
(2.14), (2 .19), and separation (2.21) have a sim ple  
dependence on i? , the variational expression  (2.27) 
may be written
I (R , IJ . , \ )= c { iJ . ) / R+ ^ R sB - X d ( l i ) R (2.28)
and the stationary points are given by the values 
of jj. which satisfy
H2(M)=c'(/J.)/xd'(M)
Xrf(M) + [X V (m ) + I67tB c( h )]1 n  
' 8irB
(2.29)
for a given value of x „ Results of the computation 
are shown in F igs. 5(a) and 5(b) for the various 
channels. They are d iscussed  in the following s e c ­
tion.
III. DISCUSSION
The soft repulsive core seen  in the even-parity  
channels [F ig . 5(a)] is  m ore repulsive in the is o ­
trip let channel than in the isosinglet channel.8 
Whether the additional repulsion is  sufficient to 
prevent the occurrence of a two-nucleon bound 
state in the isotriplet channel in accordance with 
experim ent cannot be determined without a full 
dynam ical calculation. However, the fact that a 
higher isotrip let energy is  found throughout the 
entire range is  reassuring. In the sp in-trip let 
channel the deformation energy is  found tp be sub­
stantially higher in the state with m s =  0 along the 
separation ax is compared with that of the m s =  1 
sta te . In the conventional decom position of the 
two-nucleon potential
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FIG. 5. Interaction energy for the two-nucleon config­
uration in a spherical bag as a function of the constrain­
ed separation parameter S (a) for even-parity two-nucle­
on configurations, and <b) for odd-parity configurations 
with rotational kinetic energy included.
V1 —Vi + V,sSl-a2 + V'TSi2 + VioS-Z , (3.1)
where and <?2 are the nucleon sp inors, S and L 
are the total nuclear spin and orbital angular m o­
mentum, and
Si2-25i-ri2^2^12-^i'^2  (3.2)
is  the tensor operator (in our case ? i2 = z ) i  the 
difference between the curves for m s = 0  and m s 
=  1 is  sim ply proportional to the tensor interaction  
energy. T his is  shown in F ig. 6 for both even- 
and odd-parity channels. The sign of Vt ° agrees  
with that found in m ore conventional m odels.14 
An attractive tensor term  in the isosin g let channel 
ensures the correct sign for the quadrupole m o­
ment of the deuteron. The sign  of V1^  a lso  agrees  
with that of the Y ale, Hamada-Johnston, and 
P aris potentia ls.14 It should be em phasized that a 
m ore quantitative com parison between the bag d e­
formation en ergies in F ig. 5 and 6 and standard 
two-body potentials is  not possib le without a full 
dynamical treatm ent of the co llective m otion, 
particularly in view of the flexibility  in defining 
the separation param eter 6. It is  amusing that the 
isosinglet tensor interaction van ishes at 6 =  0.
This follows sim ply from the rotational sym m etry  
of the S = 1  six-quark state with a ll quarks in the 
Sj/2 orbital: It is  an eigenstate of total J  =  S = 1 .
It is  tempting to try to iso late the sp in-sp in  
component v | by subtracting an odd-parity curve 
from an even-parity curve. Unfortunately, the 
odd-parity curves include som e effects of a cen­
trifugal b arrier (See S ec. IIA ). Thus the term  
Vj. in (3.1) must be regarded for the purposes of 
our computation as having an L dependence. The 
collective rotational kinetic energy associated  with  
the barrier need not have a sim ple i 2//(6 )  depen-
FIG. 6. Isotriplet and isosinglet tensor contributions 
to the two-nucleon interaction energy derived from Fig. 
5. '
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dence. Thus it may not be possib le to iso late all 
of the term s in (3.1), except in som e approximate 
sen se .
There has been considerable in terest recently  
in studying the two-nucleon interaction in the con­
text of the nonrelativistic quark m odel.15,16 This 
traditional m odel has a distinct advantage in ease  
of computation even if it is  lacking in a fundament­
al theoretical justification. Liberman15 has ca lcu ­
lated the separation energy of two G aussian c lu st­
ers  of three colored quarks. In h is m odel in terac­
tions between pairs of quarks are given by a 
sim ple harm onic-oscillator potential, partially  
modified to correspond to a nonrelativistic reduc­
tion of a colored-vector-gluon exchange,17
Vy + | ( ^ )  > (3.3)
where v ( r ) = k r 2/ 2. Since the associated  sp in -o r-  
bit and tensor term s are om itted, his calculation  
does not yield  a tensor interaction. However, it 
is  amusing that there are qualitative s im ila r ities  
between his resu lts and ours. In both m odels in 
the even-parity channel, the isotrip let combina­
tion has a m ore repulsive core than the isosinglet. 
This effect is  a consequence of the color-m agnetic  
interaction between the quarks at short d istances  
and depends only on the expectation value 
(-Xj-X/Tj-CTj) in the two s ta te s—not on the details  
of the interaction. A greater repulsion in the odd- 
parity isosin g let channel compared with the is o ­
trip let channel is  a lso  found in both m odels. Thus 
it is  likely that the broad qualitative features of 
our resu lts follow from the co lor-vector nature 
of the gluon interaction.
In detail the resu lts d iffer. We find a strong at­
traction in a ll channels which resu lts from two e f ­
fects: a strong co lor-electrosta tic  attraction  
among three quarks forming a color sin glet, and 
a geom etrical effect. The latter effect low ers the 
energy when the boundary between two nucleons 
is  rem oved, since the cavity eigenenergies are 
lowered when the fields occupy the larger region. 
This latter effect is  not present in the n onrelativ is­
tic quark m odel. However, the co lor-electrosta tic  
attraction is  present. Although Liber man’s com ­
putation did not give a negative potential in any 
channel (no deuteron), h is resu lts w ere based on 
a variational approach; it may be possible to do 
better with a m ore sophisticated tr ia l wave func­
tion or a m odification of the potential (3.3).
We should also mention a different approach to 
the nonrelativistic colored-quark m odel d iscussed  
in a recent note by K islinger. He argues that a 
sem irela tiv istic  treatm ent of vector-gluon ex ­
change g ives the correct sign  for the spin-orbit 
term  in the two-nucleon interaction.18 The calcu­
lation is  based on a sim plified  treatm ent of the 
motion of the quarks within each nucleon, but the 
result is  amusing and the method d eserves further 
study and refinem ent.
In conclusion, we have shown that the deform a­
tion energy of the two-nucleon system  in the MIT 
bag model in configurations of various spins and 
isosp ins shows a number of qualitatively desirable  
features. In particular, the two-nucleon tensor 
interaction has the proper sign . The even-parity  
isotriplet channel is  uniformly m ore repulsive 
than the even-parity isosinglet channel.
A number of important questions rem ain to be 
investigated. Obviously, an understanding of the 
dynamics of the co llective motion would permit 
a m ore quantitative treatm ent of the interaction. 
Following the sam e approach described in the 
present work, other two-baryon channels may be 
studied for indications of states bound with respect 
to higher channels. Adiabatic mixing between the 
A A channel and the NN  channel can be examined. 
T his study is  of in terest in determining the amount 
of a AA component present at short range in the 
deuteron.19
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APPENDIX A: GLUON-INTERACTION TERMS IN THE UNIT 
SPHERE
1. Diagonal fields
For the sake of com pleteness we review the 
evaluation of the various gluon-interaction term s  
in (2.14). There are three currents required:
s = S<1 sy  s >
J p p —gQPYuQpi (A l)
J s p 0  iw! —S Q s y iA p  >
where the fermion spinors are defined in (2.2).
The color dependence is given by an overall factor 
of \ a, which has been om itted. The currents J$s 
and Jpp are static , but the transition current has 
a frequency w The field energy is to be
calculated in the approximation of degenerate s e c ­
ond-order perturbation th eory ,9 i .e . ,  for co2 «  aJ02 
where o)0 is  the lowest relevant gluon eigenfrequen- 
cy. However, for the purposes of evaluating the 
fields associated  with the S -P  transition it is  con­
venient to so lve the time-dependent M axwell equa­
tions. Thus we must so lve the static equations
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V?-As s —- J ss , V XASS—B 55 ,
V2Ajf>p = —J pp , (A2)
V2(^ x) = —e/js +e/pjp, — V(pD — ED
and the frequency-dependent equations
(V2 + u>2)ASi> = —J Sj>, V xA Sp = B Sj>, (A3) 
(V2 + u)i )<f)Sp = — J \ p  , —V<psp +i(i}As p — Egp 
with boundary conditions at r  = R  =  1,
^ XB SS =rX B pp = r  x B Sp =  0 , (A4)
Y' E/J p — 0 •
(Only the difference between the S -state and P -  
state charge d en sities enters the computation b e­
cause the state is  a color sin g le t.9)
The diagonal currents and charge den sities have 
the form 9
J ss = r x v [ j l s (a-r)] ,
J PP =  r x V[ j 3P(<j-rz2 -  1 z<r3r 2 -  j<r-r)
+ j iP(p3z  -2 ? -r )]  , (A5)
~ J^ pp — Pd + Pl(.2. ~  i r 2) ,
where the sca lar functions j xs, j iP, j 3P, p0, and 
p2 can be found by a straightforward computation 
from (A l) (See Ref. 9). The m agnetic dipole and 
octupole and e lec tr ic  monopole and quadrupole 
decom position is  explicit in (A5), and (A3) can be 
integrated num erically by standard techniques.
The dependence of the fields upon the quark spins 
perm its a net sp in-flip  or -nonflip contribution to 
the expectation value of the second-order term s  
of the type (2,17). Rotational sym m etry relates  
the sp in-flip  and -nonflip contributions to the en er­
gy from each multipole term . Therefore the gluon 
interaction en ergies W in (2.14) can be expressed  
entirely in term s of “ reduced m ultipole en ergies” .9 
Thus in (2.17)
Wmsz =  I (101 2 2 j 2 -  2) 12 »
(A6)
W^sj. — 2 1(111 2 2> 2 3) I2WSM .
In analogy with (2.17) we define
______________________________________________ J
2 J (Bpp'Bpp — J J)p,AJ,p)dF= + Wjfpj.01 j"(72 , '
I J  (Bs s ’Bpp — J ss ’A PP)dV =  Wuspi^i^z3 + WMSPl5\'(J2 , (A7)
i  j E D2dV  = WED .
The relationship to the reduced m ultipole energies  
is  given by
WUPz =  1(10 12 2,2 — 2) I2 WpMl
+  1(3015 2 ,2  — 2) 12 Wpms ,
Wupi =  2 l ( l l l § 2 > 2 ^  I2 WPin
+ i | ( 3 1  |f2> M ) |2 Wpi/3>
%sP*=<1(> \ M J - i >
x ( M , l - i | i o  ) w s p m , (A8)
WmsP1= 2 ( H  I 221 2 2 X 2 2 2 2  | l l ) W s P M l J 
W'ed = |<201 f i ,  I  -  i> |2VTS2+ Wso .
The values of the reduced multipole en ergies are
given in Table I.
2. Transition fields
The (off-diagonal) transition currents and charge 
density have the form
J sp = i 4 i ( z r -  j r 2a a 3)+ i 4 > ( r a ' r - r 2o ) a 3+Tz<r x ?,
J°SP= £ ( z - ^ ‘ r(T3) ,  ^
where the term s in the rea l functions ip, <j>, and £ 
generate longitudinal and transverse e lec tr ic  
dipole fields and the term  in r generates a mag*- 
netic quadrupole field . The solution of (A3) has 
the form
A=A<0)+ A<e>+ A (m) 
<P = <Pi0\
(A10)
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where the longitudinal and transverse fie ld s are 
given in the covariant gauge by
Aro) = -  (u)°tnr Xz / r  ~  • ™ 3) »
n n'
4><0) = X) a  to ^ 1 (wta'r ) -  | c r  • f c r 3) ,
" (A ll)
A(£)= Z  V x j ^ f r ) ^  ,
rj
A (M > = E  a 2?)J2(U>2nr )% ,
n
and where the vector spherical harm onics are
X ^ r x V i z / r - ^ v r o 3) ,
X 2 =  r # V ( 3 e r - r z / r - c r 3 )  ,
and the gluon eigenfrequencies are determined  
by
^ K „ )  = 0, * ( 0  = 0, ^ r K « r ) ] =  0 . (A13)
Equations (A3) are readily solved. The resulting  
fields contribute to the two interaction term s de­
picted in F igs. 3(f) and 3(g). The interaction en­
ergy contributed by the orb ital-preserving term  
[F ig. 3(f)] can be shown to be
Wx = 2 J '  (J^p 'Psp ~  Js.p ’A sp)dV
= (P's p ' V s p - B s p - B s p W -  <A14)
The orbital changing (off-diagonal) term  [Fig.
3(g)] contributes
= ;>Re J "  (J°sp<pSP — J sp ° A sp)dV . (A15)
It is  n ecessary to interpret the phases of J*p 
carefully in (A15). In the sp irit of degenerate 
second-order perturbation theory, the frequency 
w = it)p -  u)s is  ignored compared with the gluon 
eigenfrequencies.9 Thus the intrinsic tim e de­
pendence of the current JgP and therefore the 
exp ression  (A15) is  ignored. The reality  of ip, <p, 
r, and £ in (A9) follow s from  the phase at t= 0 of 
the quark eigenfunctions (2.2), which is dictated  
by the left-right convention in (2.1). The re ­
maining difficulty with (A15) lie s  in its apparent 
gauge dependence. A sim ple calculation shows 
that
W x  = 2 Re J"  (E SP • E S P  — B S p  • B S P  —  2io>E sp • A SP) .
(A16)
Thus the gauge-dependent term s vanish as oj — 0. 
For convenience we have sim ply dropped the last
term . D irect calculation in the gauge f  • A = 0 
shows that the la st term  contributes le s s  than 
10% to W x . In the sam e sp irit a further ap­
proximation can be made. The contributions to 
Wx  and W'x  can be c lassified  according to trans­
verse  and longitudinal multipole mom ents. The 
longitudinal moments contribute only to the e le c ­
tric field. The transverse moments contribute 
to both e lec tr ic  and magnetic fields, of course, 
but these e lectr ic  fields are sm aller by a factor 
of w/w0 where co0 is  the low est gluon eigen fre- 
quency for the mode. Thus the contributions of 
the transverse fields to E SP2 in (A16) are neg­
ligib le (approxim ately'10%). Finally, one may 
c la ssify  the Herm itian and anti-H erm itian term s  
in E SP and B SP by inspecting (A9). We find we 
may write
Wx = (WEX + W MX ) + (WeXi + Wyxe)0 x°2
+ (W7£Y±+ ' ff2> (A17)
n  =  ( W b x  -  w m x )  +  ( ~ W B X  * +  w „ x t ) a \ <
+ ( - W EXx+WMX]) a i - ^ ,
where the subscripts E (M) distinguish contribu­
tions from  e lec tr ic  (magnetic) fields in (A14). In 
term s of multipole moments
wEX=w[%, wBx^ o ,  wgxi=w ff,
(A18)
wMX=wl%\ wMX„=w<*\ wMXX = w%',
and
^ { ° M < M I - i | i o > |  awxol,
(A19)
w ^ = l | ( M M |i i ) l 2wX01.
w ^ = \ m - ^ Q ) \ 2w XM2,
w ^ = i \ a m \ 2 i ) \ 2w x u z .
The values of these term s are given in Table I.
APPENDIX B: INTERNAL-SYMMETRY FACTORS FOR THE 
TWO-NUCLEON SYSTEM
1. Configuration factors
Given the norm alized, antisym m etrized states  
of the form  (2.7) which characterize the separa­
tion of two c lu sters of three quarks form ing two
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nucleons, as the param eter n  varies from  0 to 1, 
we wish to evaluate the expectation values of the 
configuration factors10
n s — (b^ s bs ), np — (bpbj ,),
Cs,=  ( : 6 sV ¥ y sW i s :),
C s ± = <: i>la1\ ab s • b p LXabs : ) ,
Cj>*= <: b ; o 3\ abpb l c 3\ “bp : ) ,
CPl = <: b io  L\ abp • b io  lXabp : ) ,
C sph~ 2( : b l o s\ ab pb£o3\ abs : ) ,
C SPL = 2<: b l o V b p  • b & L\°bs : >, (B l)
CXei= 2 { : b l o 3\ abs b l n 3\ abp : ) , 
c x i4 = 2<: b l e L\ abs • 6 ] 5 xX‘'6p :>, 
C „ = 2 < :6 ;x « 6 s ft|x«6/, : ) ,  
Cxe0=2( :VPo 3\°b s b l o 3\ ° b s : ) ,
C x i o  =  2 < : 5  s  6 P  5  l x “ 6  S : > 
Cxo= 2 ( : b l \ abs b l \ abs : ) ,
CD = — { ‘. b l \ abs b l \ abp : ) .
Notice that the calculation of these expectation  
values is  a bookkeeping problem  which is entirely  
independent of the specific model for the colored  
six-quark system  or the spherical geom etry. 
T hese factors are a lso  needed in the nonrelativ­
is tic  colored quark model, for exam ple, where 
'the orthonormal states S and P  are replaced by 
even and odd linear combinations of right and 
left orbitals. Since no sim ple and d irect analytic 
procedure for evaluating a ll of these coefficients  
is  known, a computer w as used. The method has 
already been described  briefly  in Ref. 10; it has 
been extended to include all of the even- and odd-
parity two-nucleon channels.
The resu lts for all channels are sum m arized  
in Table II. Each row of Table II defines a 
polynomial in jx, the coefficients of which are 
given in the appropriate column. E .g ., for the 
channel 1 = 0, S= 1, m s = 1 the norm alization poly­
nomial N  is
N  = 5+ 67  (n2 + n4) + 5 n 6
and (B2)
Cs„ = (42f+  2 9 8 V  + 85i/j.4)/iV .
2. Angular momentum
The states (2.7) are not in general eigenstates  
of the total angular momentum. The expectation  
value of the total cavity angular momentum
^ 2= ( | ] j () 2 (B3)
is  readily computed in term s of the expectation  
values of the sam e fundamental operators that 
entered into the computation of the configuration 
factors above.10 The effect of the operator J, • 
upon a pair of quarks depends upon the orbital 
assignm ents of the quarks i  and j .  If they are both 
P  quarks
J ,* J / = - l - i ( r f < r ; + 2  P°{J>
where the operator P a(J perm utes the spin a s­
signm ents of the quarks. If they are both S quarks
= + ' (B5)
and if one is  P  and one S
= + (B6)
Thus
C , { v )  = < J 2) = I  <&!&s > + f  H b p) - ( :  b ;b p b lb p : > - * < :  b l o 3bp b l o 3bp : >
+ 2<: b lb p P l 2b lb p b;bpb \ b s :> _*< : b'po 3bpb \ o 3b s : ) + 2 <: b p p p y > l b a :) 
- U : b ' s bs b$bs : ) + U : b l b s P°12b l b s : ) .  (B7)
The exp ression  for Cj(j i )  is  a lso  represented in Table II for each channel.
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